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The importance of code review as a
learning and quality improvement
tool for software development.
A literature review about the benefits of source code peer
reviews.
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1

Benefits of peer reviews

Abstract
In this work, we review the literature about benefits of
code review for quality improvement, cost and risk

Focus on best practices

reduction, and minimization of impact of talent
rotation. Also, we will share a short list of the

Developers which already know that his or her code is

standards that contain “peer review” or “code review”

going to be reviewed are motivated to solve in the

as a practice in software development processes.

most correct way, each and every one of the features of
their implementation, this being a source of pride, and
thus, improving individual best practices 3.

Introduction
Code review is a well known tool for the software
development industry. However, as quoted in K. E.
Wiegers’ text 1 :

Propel teamwork
Reviews sometimes create conflict between the author
and the reviewer 4, this dispute should be treated as a

“...many organizations struggle to implement an effective
review program. Many of the barriers to successful peer
reviews are social and cultural in nature, not technical.”
In order to overcome these barriers, the advantages of
peer review must be known not only as a tool for the
organization that wishes to implement it, but as a
continuous improvement training activity for both,
the reviewers and the authors of the code. The received
reviews shouldn’t be interpreted as defects or flaws in
the author's code, but as possible improvements or
suggestions, offered by the reviewer. In the same way,
the reviewer shouldn’t perceive them as work done for

suggestion and not as an attack, however, it can help
the team communication and its ability to solve any
type of disagreement.

Knowledge transfer
When team members read and comment each other
colleague’s code, they improve the overall team
knowledge of the project and increase the
understanding of the related technologies, effectively
preparing them for tackling the next tasks within the
same or similar area of the solution.

the benefit of the author, but, time that saves the team
in the future, for example, identifying and correcting

Highly effective for bug detection

bugs or avoiding remaking features  .
2

According to Steve McConnell, in his well-known
To break down these barriers, a more in-depth

work “Code Complete: A Practical Handbook of Software

analysis of the benefits of this process is presented

Construction” 5 :

below.
“...the average defect detection rate is only 25 percent for
unit testing, 35 percent for function testing, and 45
percent for integration testing. In contrast, the average
effectiveness of design and code inspections are 55 and 60
percent.”

2

Saves time and money
High quality code which is more readable and
maintainable, hence reduces the time and cost of next
development stages. Through code review, de facto
common style guides and good practices are
established, which minimizes the impact of talent
rotation on the development team, thus avoiding the
creation of critical developers 2 in certain areas or
functionalities, and thus granting greater freedom to
request vacations or working in different tasks.

Conclusion
Code review is one of the most useful and effective
tools to become a high quality development team,
certifiable by standards. Adding code review to the
internal processes of the organization contributes to
creating more reliable products and reducing
development risks. In addition, not only it benefits the
organization and the team, but also provides a
continuous improvement tool for individuals.
Multiple authors 1,3,5,7

propose to establish peer reviews

Improves software security
With peer review, each change or “commit” applies
the knowledge of the author and all the reviewers. If at
least one of the participants has security knowledge,
or has heard of a new “exploit” that may affect the
current code, the code will be modified to avoid these
problems and all participants will keep part of that
knowledge for similar future problems 6, thus
improving the security of the project “
 passively”.

and style guides, so that the participants know what to
look for, or what to avoid, in their reviews and
authorship processes. In addition, providing a set of
procedures and tips for reviews and / or authorship
can facilitate the integration of the process in the
current workflow.
Successfully implementing a culture which embraces
the awareness of source code quality and peer review
within the organization can be a major challenge 1
sometimes due to developers’ lack of understanding of
the benefits of these practices.

Compliant with quality
standards

As a result, currently there are multiple tools available
which facilitate the code review practice. Among
well-known version control services such as Github 12
 ,
Bitbucket 13
 or Gitlab 14
 , there are others like Gerrit 15 or

Due to its benefits, peer review is part of the

CodeStriker 16
 . In addition, there are reputation

certification process in multiple well-known

management and gamification tools for software

standards of quality assurance in software

development, such as BrightByte 17
 , which promotes

development.

the code review practice, making it fun and a pride for

Those directly linked to peer review and code quality
are ISO / IEC 20246 7 and CMMI-DEV 8 in the

developers, and thereby helping to integrate code
quality awareness into the organization's culture.

"Verification" section. To continue, ISO / IEC 25041 9,
mentions code review as an evaluation tool, ISO / IEC
14598 10 covers code review for developers and it’s
used to apply and certify with ISO / IEC 9126 11.

3
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